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Easy Bibliography Add-on Directions

In a Google document: 
1. On the toolbar click ADD-ONS
2. Click EASY BIBLIOGRAPHY CREATOR
3. Click MANAGE BIBLIOGRAPHY  

This should pop up on the right 
 side of the screen

Students can use this to cite books, 
journal articles, and websites. 

It cannot cite articles from EBSCO 
but a citation is provided in 
EBSCO for students to copy and 
paste to their Works Cited page. 



To Cite a Book 

Make sure that book is selected then
1. Type in the title or the ISBN 

number and click search. 
It may be easier to enter the ISBN as 
it will narrow the search. 
2. Select the correct book

If that is the only source that 
needs to be cited then click 
ADD BIBLIOGRAPHY TO DOC 
to add it to a document. 

The title Works Cited will already 
be there and it will include the 
citation

*You may need to change the font 
type and font size to meet MLA 
requirements



To Cite a Website 

 Website: To add an article from a 
website select website 
1. Copy the URL from the 

website 
2. Paste the URL and click search
3. Click SELECT to add the 

article to your sources. 

4. Continue steps 1-3 until all 
sources have been added. 

5. Click  ADD 
BIBLIOGRAPHY TO DOC 
to create the Works Cited Page.

*You may need to change the 
font type and font size to meet 
MLA requirements 



To Cite a hard copy of a  
Journal article

 Journal Article : To cite a 
journal article select journal 
article then enter title, 
keyword, or DOI to search 
for article. 

- Once you find the article 
you want to cite click 
select. 

- Once sources are all 
selected click ADD 
BIBLIOGRAPHY to DOC to 
create the Works Cited page 



Other things to know

*This will not work for EBSCO but EBSCO 
gives students the citation - on the right side 
click CITE and find MLA 8. Then copy and 
paste it into the Works Cited page. 


